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Publications Record

1. **BOOKS:**

   (a) **Authored:**


   (b) **Edited:**


   Pitman B. Potter and Heather Gibb (with Erika Cedillo), eds., *Gender Equality Rights and Trade Regimes: Coordinating Compliance* (Ottawa/Vancouver: North South Institute/Faculty of Law, UBC, 2012).


*Chapters:*


Pitman B. Potter, “Coordinating Compliance between Gender Equality Rights and Trade,” in Potter and Heather Gibb (with Erika Cedillo), eds., Gender Equality Rights and Trade Regimes: Coordinating Compliance (Ottawa/Vancouver: North South Institute/Faculty of Law, UBC, 2012) pp. 127-140.


Pitman B. Potter, “Introduction” in Potter and Xiaorong Gu, eds., The Hypothesis of Selective Adaptation and the Practice of Rule of Law in China (Shanghai: Academy of Social Sciences Press, 2009).


2. REFEREED ARTICLES: (25)


3. NON-REFEREED PUBLICATIONS: (47)


4. **BOOK REVIEWS:**


5. **PUBLIC EDUCATION (20)**

Pitman B. Potter, Fever Dreams: Contemplating Corona Virus, (Vancouver 2020).


“A Better Way Forward,” Ottawa Citizen (February 1, 2019).
“The right path, the hard path: Canada must continue to call out global rights abusers,” Hill Times (Sept. 17, 2018).


“Time to lead on human rights, including with China,” Hill Times (July 27, 2017).


“In Search of Common Ground in Canada China Relations” Ottawa Citizen (Feb. 18, 2016).

“Reconciling Profits and Human Rights in Asia,” (October 17, 2013).

“State Enterprise Investment in Canada,” (October 1, 2012).

“Patience Required in Canada-China Ties,” The Hill Times (September 16, 2012).


“Principles of Engagement’ can help guide Canada’s relationship with China,” iPolitics (Sept. 13, 2012).

“Bo Xilai Crisis Embodies China’s Weaknesses,” (May 2, 2012).


“Engaging China: The Human Rights Dimension” (Feb.5 2012).


“New Page – Familiar Story: Thoughts on the Canada-China Relationship” (Sept. 2010).

“Canada-Asia: New Opportunities, New Challenges” (May 2010).

“China’s Year in Review- and the Challenges Ahead” (Feb. 1. 2010).

“Open Letter to the Prime Minister” (Nov. 2009).

“Rethinking Multiculturalism in China” (September 21, 2009).


6. WORK IN PROGRESS


Pitman B. Potter, Regime Populism in China: Complexity, Alienation and the Search for Meaning (draft manuscript, submission expected 2021).